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MDG

MICROMAX

MicroMax Fog/Smoke Generator
Is a portable light weight unit that produces up to 1250 cubic feet per
45 seconds burst.
The MicroMax comes complete with an electronic remote control and
2 year warranty.
Duty Cycle: Intermittent (up to 45 seconds burst). Fluid Consumption:
1 litre (34 oz.) per hour. Fog Color: White. Warm Up Time: 10 Minutes.

MDG

MINIMAX

MiniMax Fog/Smoke Generator
Is a portable light weight unit that produces up to 2000 cubic feet per
minute. The MiniMax comes complete with an electronic remote control
with variable output and a 2 year warranty. Duty Cycle: Continuous or
Momentary. Fluid Consumption: 1.5 Litres (34 oz.) per hour.
Fog Color: White. Warm Up Time: 5 Minutes.

MDG

MEGAMAX

MegaMax Fog/Smoke Generator
Is a portable light weight unit that produces up to 5000 cubic feet per
minute. The MegaMAx comes complete with an electronic remote control
with variable output and a 2 year warranty. Duty Cycle: Continuous or
Momentary. Fluid Consumption: 3.5 Litres (118 oz.) per hour.
Fog Color: White. Warm Up Time: 10 Minutes.
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ULTRATEC SPECIAL EFFECTS

ULT-CLF4200

Battle Fogger

Continuous fog output (30-40% more fog than its G100 predecessor) from our
Rapid Change Technology Heat Exchanger. The Battle Fogger incorporates a
large heating block, a strong whisper-quiet pump and our award-winning Rapid
Change Technology. The machine has a large one-gallon integrated fluid tank
that prevents leaks and drips, a built-in handle, special hammer-tone finish that
resists scratched and wear and a built-in 4" hose adapter

LOOK SOLUTIONS

POWER TINY

Fogger

A high-output battery-powered fog machine, it’s used on most Hollywood
blockbuster movies and top Broadway shows. Extremely reliable – provides 10
minutes of fogging output from a fully charged battery.
The Power-Tiny comes with a battery and battery charger along with a fluid tank
and 250 ml of Tiny Fluid, enough fluid for 25 minutes of output. Extra Battery
Packs can be purchased and quickly swapped out to instantly provide another
10 minutes of fog power, when you can’t wait for a recharge.

LOOK SOLUTIONS

TINY CX

Fogger

The Tiny CX is the latest, modified version of the successful Tiny C07. Unlike
the Tiny C07, the Tiny CX has a changeable battery. Thus, the machine is even
more efficient. If the battery is empty, a new one can simply be inserted
without losing time with recharging.
The Tiny CX is a handy, compact battery-driven fog generator. Its easy handling
and quick start-up is outstanding. With its warming up time of less than a
second, its light weight (630 grams) and the small dimensions (L=25 x W=5.3
x H=5.5 cm), this machine is applicable in many fields of operation.
In the world of theatre, film, TV and photographers, musicals and special
effects, as well as air flow and air tightness testing – everywhere where fog is
needed quickly and unobtrusively, the Tiny CX is the perfect alternative to
normal fog generators.

sales@mmfss.ca
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Super Vac
Cloud 9
MODEL #

“No Other Smoke Machine Like It ”
REQUIREMENTS

Cloud 9
S-900

120 VAC.
CO2

H.. W
H
W.. D
D..

WEIGHT

28” x 28.5” x 20.5”

132#

6 x 1 Liter (0.67Gal)

Bottles

“Also available in
220 Volt Version”

ENVVIRONMENT
NTA
TAL
TA

Smoke training used to be a nightmare for instructors using glycol based smokers that frequently
clogged, produced rapidly dissipating smoke that burned when inhaled, and left slippery residue
mineral oil
aac’s new self cleaning minera
based Cloud 9 Smokkeer which produces huge amounts of pure white smoke, doesn’t cause breathing
discomfort, has superior hang time, and leaves no slippery residue. The Cloud 9 Smoker features the
Automatic Clean Cycle ACC that kicks in every time the machine is used. Change your next training
nightmare
into a dream
i
with
wi h the
h Cl
Cloudd 9 Smoke
m
machine
from Suuper Vac
a.

Cloud 9 Fluid
Non- Toxic, Clear
oderless Oil Base

www.super vac.com/cloud9

1 Liter (0.67Gal) Bottle
tl

TECCH INFO
FO

Traaining personnel should always wear
SCB
BA ’ss iff the
hey are exposed to any
traaining smoke foor long periods off time.
London Fogger Fluid
Water Base Fluid
1 Liter (0.67Gal) Bottlee

London Fogger
MODEL #
London Fogger
S-500

“ Big Cittyy LLittle Smoker”

REQUIREMENTS

H.. W
H
W.. D
D..

WEIGHT

120 VAC.

10” x 20” x 9”
6 x 1 Liter (0.67Gal)

26#
Bottles

“Also available in
220 Volt Version”

The London Fogger
o
has been designed with safety and reliability in mind. Every unit is
equipped with the exclusive Auto
u Extract System (AES)
(AE that extracts ﬂuid from the heating
module after smoke production. The AES prevents residual buildup, clogging and reduces
incidental pufﬁng. Each unit comes complete with a remote control on a 50 foot extension cord
to make that next training exercise go extra smooth. And with the AES, you are guaranteed that
the ﬁrst puff of smoke won’t be the last.
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